Contents of the "Sound file examples" folder on the CD-ROM

Brandenberg.aif 
An example if an AIF (Audio Interchange Format) file. The first few seconds of the first movement of the Brandenberg Concerto No. 2, by J. S. Bach. Transferred from a commercial audio CD and saved as an AIFF file (44Khz sampling rate, 16 bits, stereo).

 EarthAndSky11KHz8bit.wav 
Result of capturing one of the streaming audio programs of Earth and Sky (http://www.earthsky.com/) according to the method described in Sound.doc, section 2: "Downloading sounds from Web pages".) Digitized at 11 KHz, 8 bits and saved as a WAV file.

 Entertainer.mid 
Scott Joplin's "The Entertainer" rag recorded live on a MIDI piano. 

 Entertainer.etf 
The sheet music to Scott Joplin's "The Entertainer" rag, created by entering the notes into the "Finale" score editor program and saving it as an ETF (Enigma Transportable Format) file. It can be opened and played by "Finale Allegro", in the Windows software folder. Compare to the live recording Entertainer.mid.

 Moonlight1.mid 
Beethoven's "Moonlight" sonata, first movement. MIDI file created by intering the notes into a score editor program and saving it as a MIDI file. Compare this to the live recording, Moonlight2.mid.

 Moonlight2.mid 
Beethoven's "Moonlight" sonata, first movement. Played by Wesley Venable on a Yamaha Clavinova MIDI recording piano. Compare this to the score-editor version, Moonlight1.mid.

 MorleyOrgan.mz 
The sheet music to "O Sing unto the Lord a New Song" by Thomas Morley, in the format of the Mozart score editor program, scored for hammond organ. Cannot be opened unless you have Mozart installed.

 MorleyOrgan.mid 
The result of saving "MorleyOrgan.mz" as a MIDI file, using the MIDI --> Save MIDI as... command in Mozart. Three voices (two manual keyboards and pedals), played by the hammond organ sound.

 MorleyReverb.wav 
Demonstration of artifical reverberation. The first few measures of "O Sing unto the Lord a New Song" by Thomas Morley was played by the Mozart score editor program and recorded into Cool Edit, where a "large occupied hall" reverberation effect was applied. Saved as a WAV file.

